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1. Abstract

The State of The Art in Operating Systems and new human machine interfaces are moving forward quickly. Flight Test Data Processing Department has developed new tools for monitoring Flight Tests using new computer technologies like .NET virtual machines, “on-the-fly” compilation, intelligent behavior, multi-touch capabilities and high performance vector graphics libraries.

All these new techniques allow to the user to optimize the Flight Tests reducing the time for take decisions, helping to make complex calculations in real time and adapting the visualization displays to FTE requirements in real time.
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2. Introduction

25 years ago only a few hundred parameters were monitored during the Flight Test Campaign. Today, the A400M Flight Test Program monitors over 200,000 parameters in real time. With the evolution of computers, flight tests should improve productivity per flight hour. With the improvement of processors performances and the parallel computing and the new human-machine interfaces it’s possible to regenerate and develop graphics representations previously unthinkable.

Flight Test Data Processing Department in Airbus Defence and Space establish to use the top of the technologies for the test optimizations. For that reason, software developers inside Flight test have attempted to establish alternative forms of visualization and interaction with the information in real time.

Through this document new ways of monitoring and the basis of the development will be explained.

2.1. New ways of Monitoring

Since last years it is possible to manage tactile portable devices like mobile phones, tablets and laptops with multi-touch capabilities. Besides, operating systems support these new interfaces and ways of interaction. The best known examples are Android, Microsoft Windows 8 and iOS platforms.

Flight Test Spain in Airbus Defence and Space uses Microsoft Windows technologies based in the .NET Framework and High Performance graphics libraries like vgdotnet[1] and Lightning charts[2].

For that platform, following new techniques has been developed:

- Behaviour Code. Designed to give the user the capability of changing the behavior of a display in real time.
- Smart Objects. New kind of monitoring tools that give the user the capability of make complex calculations and aid to take decisions.
- Document Oriented Monitoring and Analysis Tool (DOMA) have been designed to give capability to fulfill digitalized documents in real time. Acceptance Manuals, check-list and
other crosscheck procedures are examples of documents digitalized.

2.2. Behaviour Code

In many cases Flight Test Engineer (FTE) requires little changes in the beaviour of a monitoring screen because a misunderstand, a last minute modification or because it is more clear for him to have different behaviour. In a standard way of work, Flight Test Engineers must require to Software developer a change in the implementation.

Behaviour code allows to change the behaviour of the display on the execution environment by means of a property of the object. That property can change others properties of the object (color, HighDanger, scales.....) using a compilable C# code.

```
2.2.1. Compiling code on-the-fly

.NET provides powerful access to the CIL (CIL is a CPU- and platform-independent instruction set that can be executed in any environment supporting the Common Language Infrastructure[4] such as the .NET runtime on Windows, or the cross-platform Mono runtime) code generation process through the System.CodeDom.Compiler and Microsoft.CSharp and Microsoft.VisualBasic namespaces. In these namespaces is possible find the tools that allow to compile an assembly either to disk or into memory. There is also need the Reflection namespace as it contains the tools to invoke an object and its methods once you've compiled the object.

The process to generate and execute code dynamically involves the following steps:

1. Create or read in the code that is to be executed as a string
2. Wrap the code into fully functional assembly source code, which includes namespace references (using commands), a namespace and a class that is to be invoked
3. Compile the source code into an assembly
4. Check for errors on compilation
5. Use the assembly reference to create an instance of the object
6. Call the specified method on the instance reference returned using Reflection
7. Handle any return value from the method call by casting into the proper type
```

Dynamic code execution is a powerful feature that allows applications to be extended with code that is not compiled into the application. Users can customize applications and developers can dynamically update code easily. The Behaviour Code Property is possible through Dynamic Code Using CodeDOM[3] for .NET framework.

CodeDOM is Code Document Object Model. This provides a graphical (in the sense of graph nodes, not of a picture) representation of code in the form of a tree. This represents the hierarchy of nested code elements: namespaces contain classes, classes contain methods, and methods contain variable declarations.
Besides, if it would be necessary to get even more low level it's possible to use the System.Reflection.Emit namespace to generate CIL level code directly.

2.3. Smart Objects

For the Production Aircraft Test it’s very significant the number of flights assigned to verify the proper operation of the systems. For that task the Air Crew must follow a Production Aircraft Test Manual (PATM). This document contains all the test points, operations procedures and maneuvers needed for complete the test.

In a general case, is necessary to make complex calculations in order to identify the flight phase, an aircraft condition or calculate a repetitive computation and generate evidences of the correct aircraft operation.

One example of complex calculations is when the FTE needs maneuvers with previous stabilization. The criteria of validation are base on the vertical difference between the values of the linear regression (least squares) in the first and in the last sample of the time slice for the following parameters:

- MACH (Speed)
- SAT (Ambient Temperature)
- ALT (Altitude)
- EGT (Engine Temperature)
- Others

A Manual detection if stabilization delegates the responsibility of the quality of the stabilization in the intuition and expertise of the FTE. By the aid of a smart object there is an automatic detection based in the rule of calculating the criteria of validation every 10 seconds using the data from the previous 3 minute.

Every single object contains a set of buttons, status and warnings that manage the smart object operations in real time.

2.3.1. Smart Objects Buttons

- START Automatic tasks are started.
- STOP Automatic tasks are stopped and data are not deleted.
- RESET Reset the component to initial status, deleting all data.

2.3.2. Smart Objects Status

- RUNNING Indicates that the component is activated and running automatic tasks.
• FINISHED Indicates that the component is finished and suggests a result.
• STOPPED Indicates that the component has been stopped and all tasks are stopped.

2.3.3. Smart Objects Suggestions

• OK indicates that all tasks have been performed and all checks are OK.
• NO OK indicates that all tasks have been performed and some of them have any problem.

When a component is activated (RUNNING) it starts to perform the programmed computation, and when all the computations are finished, it suggests user OK or NO OK depending on the results.

Another feature implemented in the Smart Object architecture is the capability of generating results. This facilitates the FTE to generate evidences and automatic reports even on board.

Additionally, Flight Test Means has developed architecture for gathering results and store in a Database. From this database is possible to generate a PATM document fulfilled using the DOMA Application Framework.

2.4. DOMA

Document Oriented Monitoring and Analysis is a Framework developed for digitalized a Tagged Word document. The idea is avoid the use of paper on board. That implies that the documents used for taking notes and write the aircraft parameter results must be written by an automatic system.

Starting from a Word document, DOMA is able to read the document that has been tagged using a strict labeling method which aid to identify the kind of parameter that must be associated with each token. For example, check-box, boxes for values and tables are associated to parameters from FTI or results of the Smart Objects calculations.

The overall process consists of the following steps:

• The Word Document is generated according a Tagging system rules in order to know the parameter associated to each element of the document.
• DOMA on ground tool parsers the document and store the information in a Database.
• Before the test the FTE download the information in a Tablet and download the Digital Document. That allows to manage the document in a stand-alone mode. The document is stored in XML format.
• During the Test, the data is gathered and stored in the tabled using XML file.
• Once the Test have finished, the data can be sent to Database.
• FTE can regenerate the Word Document with the information of the tests needed for fill the document.
The Model View ViewModel (MVVM) is an architectural pattern used in software engineering originated from Microsoft as a specialization of the Presentation Model design pattern introduced by Fowler. Largely based on the model–view–controller pattern (MVC) MVVM facilitates a clear separation of the development of the graphical user interface from the development of the business logic or back end logic known as the model The view model of MVVM is a value converter meaning that the view model is responsible for exposing the data objects from the model in such a way that those objects are easily managed and consumed. In this respect, the view model is more model than view, and handles most if not all of the view's display logic.

DOMA has been designed using MVVM pattern. This allows producing self contained modules consisting of Model and ViewModel parts for a certain object in the system, fully testing it using testing harnesses. ViewModel exposes properties and command objects a GUI (a View in the MVVM pattern) can display. GUI changes or modifications do not require any changes of the ViewModel.

2.4.2. WPF and DOMA

Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF) is a graphical subsystem for rendering user interfaces in Windows-based applications by Microsoft. WPF attempts to provide a consistent programming model for building applications and separates the user interface from business logic. WPF employs XAML[8], an XML-based language, to define and link various interface elements

DOMA has been designed using WPF for running in a Tablet running Windows 8.1. The View in the MVVM does not have any code behind. It is pure XAML having only GUI look design declaration and data binding specification. This feature could benefit for future implementations in another platforms like smart phones.

Conclusions

With the aid of the new technologies, Flight Test Data Processing in Airbus Defence and Space has developed a new set of tools which gives the user new possibilities for the real time monitoring. This new tools are the previous step to use expert systems in the near future.
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